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About This Game

Explomania is a physically based game with untraditional gaming mechanics.
The role of the player is to overcome obstacles by using different properties and to

get to the portal. You place property modifiers within the level to determine property,
strength and direction of the action. You are able to overcome all obstacles

only by combining suitably chosen features and their strength.
Only a certain amount of features are available at each level.

Introducing features you can use:

[Jumper] - Basic feature
[Reflective] - Adds more reflectivity
[Explosive] – Explodes at the contact
[Flying] - Flying for up to 6 seconds

[Slowdown] - A sharp slowdown
[Descending] - Slowly flies down for 6 seconds

[Resilient] - Resistant to falls and dangerous obstacles
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Its a fun game and has a lot of good levels. As a writer myself, i commend these people!

This game is scary addicting, its impressively long. I am unsure how many different endings there are.

The characters are very well done! (Mindy is awesome), marathoned this game in a 6-8 hour session, will play again and again
until i feel like ive gotten the most out of it! I think i found a new genre to immerse myself in.

If you enjoy reading, and zombies, give this a go...with the price it is, you really have nothing to lose!. This is the extended cut?
Trying all possible combinations MIGHT net you an hour of gameplay with 5-20 minutes being more realistic. Three or four
levels of equivalent detail - a point where the game stands up solidly - with cumulative effects of your choices could be
interesting. As is, however? Not worth it.. Taken 4: Putt Putt Travels Through Time. A simple concept which beautifully uses
VR in an intuitive, beautiful way. The graphics fit the feel of the game wonderfully. Not only do I recommend this game to VR
gamers, but to developers who want to see how it can (should?) be done.

5\/5 stars, if I could add stars. Recommended!. This game wants to be something greater than what it is. It implements so many
features, but its very core and basics are so fundamentally flawed that no amount of giant super sun-sized space stations of
doom can actually overcome it.

When you spend literally hours designing a ship and another few hours watching it build, only to watch it blow up because of
completely screwed up controls (how people can screw up controls in this day and age baffles me)... well... you don't get much
satisfaction out of it.

I seriously spend more time wrestling with the poor UI and control scheme than I do actually playing the game. It is ridiculously
difficult to control a fleet. The game promises fleet AI to do the micromanaging for you but that fleet AI is about as useful as
me playing this game blindfolded.

I played this game when it first came out. Now, practically a year later, they added so much new stuff but barely fixed any of
the problems that made it so hard to like in the first place.. I first started playing HyperRogue on Android and I loved that, but
the Steam version is much better. There is a huge variety of lands available resulting in a very replayable game. The gameplay is
fun; collecting all of the achievements presents a large but not impossible challenge. The graphics are good and run at 60FPS on
highest settings even on my five year old laptop.. Not enough to do, the game is very slow and boring. The map is very small and
there is very little to do.. This game is like a little peice of history, and it's wonderful to see it on steam.

I'd recommend it for coop experience or if you're into some retro-gaming.

The most dated aspects of this game are the graphics and some of the controls can be a little bit frustrating, but otherwise this is
fun diablo clone type game that (at the time) was breathing some fresh air into the other clones.. A new game meant to look old,
i dunno
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I admit, I bought it initially for the cards.

But it is actually kinda fun. Requires more thought than you would think a 99 cent game would require. I am about 8 hours in
and nearly done with everything, but for 99 cents that is worth it. I'd recommend it.. Afterbirth is a superb expansion and adds
so much content; I love the how hard the hush boss fight is even though it can be frustrating I love the new items, mobs, bosses,
ect and greed mode is very fun to play. To be honest there is nothing wrong with this expansion.. i just had to give this a thumps
up :-)
since there are so many or users that give this a thumps down becouse of the flaw that is with the or controlser :-)
rember guys this is first made for the vive and hece there will be a few updates to make it work with the oc thing :-)

but for the vive this game is one of the best i have tryed on the vive :-). honestly the roads make no
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sense but at least the story is decent. i wouldnt say its great but its a must play to understand the
story
. Fun, addictive retro breakout game.
Powerups and speed-control mechanics add alot of variety to the gameplay.. What I played of it was fun, but I only played like 3
hours or so. It didn’t grab me though. It just made me long for Kriby’s Dream Course.. Not available. Ubifail again.
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